
Pupil Questionnaire Feedback 

1. Elite upskilling feedback 

‘They’re very friendly’  

‘You get to do P.E. with professional people’  

‘They coach us extremely well’  

‘It’s really fun and active’  

‘They are experts’  

‘They get us active and I learn new things’  

‘We understand all the rules’  

‘We learn a mixture of sports’  

 

2. Enjoyment at competitions/ events 

‘You get to participate’  

‘It’s cool that I’m in a competition’ 

‘It was really nice to play against other schools’  

‘The competition is fun when you’re doing it for the school’  

‘I had a truckload of fun and I’m quite competitive’  

‘I love the team spirit’ 

‘We are trained well’  

‘It was nice to play outside and just enjoy everything even if I didn’t win’  

‘I like to compete against other schools’  

‘We represent the school’  

‘When you are against others, it improves your skills’  

‘Teachers are well organised’  

 

3. Other sporting events to be included 

Football, Athletics, Hockey, Cricket, Golf. 

Competitions we would like to attend: Swimming, Rugby, Tennis, Badminton, 

Bowling, Wheelchair Basketball. 

 

 

4. Elite lunctime sessions feedback 

‘They have fun activities that people like’  

‘I do enjoy Elite because we get healthier!’  

‘It is good exercise’  

‘It’s fun doing things with a different teacher’  

‘It makes us active’  

‘Sometimes we’re bored so it makes it more fun’  

‘It makes me energetic for the afternoon’  

Areas to develop: Ensuring only the children timetabled for that day, use the court. 

  

 

5. How Elite lunchtime sessions could be made even better 

‘It is already excellent’  

‘It is a lot of fun!’ 



Areas to develop: Ensuring a wide range of activities, playing matches as well as skill 

based activities. 

 

6. Enjoyment of swimming lessons 

‘I couldn’t swim, now I can!’  

‘I have picked up a lot and we have a really fun teacher’  

‘It would be fun to do it again’  

‘It has improved me’ 

‘You can go in the sea on holidays’  

‘The teachers were kind’  

 

7. Importance of minibus 

All children rated a high importance of the school minibus.  

‘We can have fun and calm down’ 

‘Other schools know who we are’  

‘We are all together’  

 

8. Enjoyment of Young Leaders at playtimes 

 

‘Their games are really fun’  

 ‘It is really nice to watch and sometimes I join in’  

 ‘If you don’t have any friends to play with, you can play with the Young Leaders’ 

‘They’re well trained’  

‘They sort problems out’  

‘They make the teams fair and they know the rules’  

 ‘They can help if teachers are busy’  

‘I don’t get left out’ 

Areas to develop: Ensuring all Young Leaders complete their duty and watch the game 

carefully. Organise a range of activities, ensure Young Leaders follow the timetable. 

 

9. Any equipment to be purchased 

Football goals, hula hoops, basketball, skipping ropes, more trim trail, a football pitch, 

more apparatus, cricket bats, playtime sports book. 


